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import-    possession of the northern centre of the coal trade could hold
ance of     ^ kingdom to ransom.  At the time of the Scottish invasion
Newcastle*	°	....        ,   *    . */ ,1    •      i   ,  •    i    i	i
in 1640 it was declared that " their plot is to be master over
the Tyne and Sunderland, and by stopping the coal trade to
compel the King and kingdom of England to grant them more
than ever yet they desired " x; and the leaders of the
Scottish army were at pains, in a letter to the lord mayor
and aldermen of London, to disclaim any intention of inter-
fering with the free traffic in coal' so necessary for the city
of London and other places '2. Nevertheless the suspicion
persisted, and when the Scots occupied Newcastle in 1644 the
Venetian envoy in England wrote home that their position
gave them " a great advantage over London because of the
control of coal supplies. It will add force to the instances of
the Scottish commissioners for the payments due . . . and
for the introduction of Presbyterianism . . . and to bring
pressure on the English to co-operate in their present aims " 3.
Three-quarters of a century later those who supported the
Pretender in the Rebellion of 1715 cherished the expecta-
tion that "the possession of Newcastle would be of great
advantage many ways, particularly in respect to the ob-
struction that might be given by that means to the coal
trade, which would either induce London to declare " in
favour of a Stuart restoration, "or at least distress the
Government" 4.
Statistic*        The progress of the northern coal trade may be measured
of coal.     ky uic quantity of coal shipped from the Tyne and Wear 6 :
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imported into London was 335>"4 London chaldrons : House of Lords MSS
1702-1704, p. 228.    (Also see ibid. 1690-1691, p. 26.)    For Houghton's
figures, see Husbandry and Trade Improved (ed. 1728), iv. 399.
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